The use of pre-contoured plates in the treatment of C2-C3 fractures of the distal humerus: clinical experience.
Open reduction and internal fixation is the treatment of choice in distal humerus fractures. The aims of the treatment are to obtain anatomic reconstruction and restoration of the elbow's geometry followed by stable internal fixation that allows immediate rehabilitation. The plates are pre-contoured to fit the natural anatomy of the elbow and in the case of complex fractures they provide a guide for the anatomic restoration of the distal humerus. The two plates are placed parallel with the screws locked together by interdigitation creating a fixed angle in the distal fragments that provides stability to the entire distal humerus. Using this method we obtained good results according to the Mayo Elbow Performance Score (MEPS) and we are able to reduce the incidence of complications. Our experience shows also that it can be useful to obtain an anatomical reduction of distal humeral fractures using the pre-contoured plates in a parallel position recovering the anatomical antiversion of the articular surface.